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S1 Train from Frankfurt (every 15 min.) ~ 15 minutes ride, then 10 minutes walking
- Take the S1 train (direction “Wiesbaden”) to Sindlingen
- Walk to front of platform (direction train was moving) and cross bridge over the roadway
- Follow the path to the right and turn sharp left at the corner of the Schlecker drugstore to follow along the front of the store through the plaza (about 20 m)
- Continue straight ahead as your way joins a street
- Continue straight along the street (past the Trinkhalle on your left) to end of Hugo-Kallenbach-Str.
- Continue straight on the footpath marked “Fluggi-Land/Kinder-Arche” to its end at the ISF car park (300 m)
- Continue as straight as possible, just veering to the right around the white house (our Marketing Dept), to the security guardhouse
- Come to check in at Reception, just to your left once you enter the building

S2 Train from Frankfurt (every 15 min.) ~ 15 minutes ride, then 10 minutes walking
- Take the S2 train (direction “Niedernhausen”) to Zeilsheim
- Walk to front of platform (direction train was moving), go down the stairs, and cross under the tracks on the footpath
- Follow the path to the right and then turn left on the grey brick footpath between apartment buildings
- The path ends at Hermann-Kuster Str. Turn right and follow the road
- When there is a fenced car park (“Privatparkplatz”) on the left side, turn left onto the dirt footpath just past the fence
- Follow the dirt path straight until it forces you to turn left at a small dirt car park, then right again. ISF is now on your right side, the big white building (but you need to get to the front)
- Continue to the paved car park at the front of the building and turn right to enter by the security guardhouse
- Come to check in at Reception, just to your left once you enter the building
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